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1917 is an historic year for Labour Historians.

On July 27th a strike began in N.S.W. vAiich soon spread to a number of
industries and interstate. It grew to become - in the opinion of some
historians - one of our biggest industrial struggles ever. 1917 was also
the year of the second referendum on conscription (held on December 20th).

The people again voted "no".

Billy Hughes played a central role in both these events.

An American historian has left us this estimate of Hughes.

"He could lead, but he could not permanently
command warm and sacrificial loyalty, he was
a public hero vdiom his closest associates
inevitably came to dislike, even to fear, as

<

they got to know him.

A complex, wonderful, exasperating, disastrous
man and politician, he became by his own hand
and the contributions of his comtempories a
vast, overlooming

complex of legends."

LEARNING FOR TODAY

FROM YESTERDAY
JUDY SMART (Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology) will speak on 4!he "EVENTS
of 1917" at our meeting on TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20th at 7.45p.m. in ROOM 1013rd
Floor) Y.W.C.A.
WELCOME.

489 ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE.

MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS
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Labor Call, 19 October 1916

While the distraught war widow supports herself against the last grim
reminder of her husband, the bloated profiteer scowls in mocking
contempt ofher grief. The woman in her mourning clothes symbolizes the
innocent victims ofthe war. The parasite, from his spats to his top hat, is
an instantly recognizable composite of stock visual references. This is
typical of many cartoons during the war years that sought to explain the
bitter harvest awaiting those who succumbed to patriotic enthusiasm.
The parasite serves to inflame resentment against those who profit from

that tragedy.

.-labour and toe money power- by peter love
THE COST OF THE GREAT WAR

"iH HUMAN TERMS
★

329,883 Australians went off to fight

★

59,302 were killed or died on active service

*

116,819 were wounded

*

87,957 came back classified as sick.

The war led to an enormous jump in the COMMONWEALTH DEBT TO
*

£ 284,055,000

(an increase of 1380% over 1913-14)
AND THE INTEREST BILL FOR THE YEAR

£ 12,800,000 (1917 -18)

^
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A GAFFE IN THE LAST ISSUE OF "RECORDER

The Transcript of Evidence in the "Harvester" Case

The Archives never had a copy of the transcript. They sought
to acquire or locate one because of its obvious historical value

and to assist researchers who have inquired if copies were

available and who have informed them that this transcript was not
available elsewhere.

The problem is that the transcript is missing. It appears
that: the Registry of the Conciliation and Arbitration Commission
cannot locate the record copy.

It is certain that had a transcript of the evidence in the

Harvester case been deposited with the Archives it would be clearly
identified and available for use today.
The Archives state that all records deposited with them are

identified on lists, numbered and boxed and held in a secure Registry.
Access to an issue of records to users is documented. Both the

issue of items to the research areas and their return is handled by
staff.

Recorder regrets the statement that the copy of. the transcript
of evidence was lost by the Archives.

A CORRECTION BY J. HUTSON

On the top of Page 3 of the July issue of the Recorder was
an item on the transcript of the Harvester Case 1907. In'that it
was stated ;

"ih was the first time that the concept of a basic wage
based on the test "what are the normal needs of the average
employee regarded as a human being in a civilized

community" was used as the basis of wage arbitration."

That is incorrect, but it slipped under our guard, so it is
corrected as follows:-
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The Harvester Case had nothing to do with wage fixation under

the newly introduced Commonwealth industrial arbitration system
nor with the basic wag6. It arose out of the Excise Tariff Act
1906 which was designed to implement what the government called

its New Protection policy. That was designed to give the
benefit of tariff protection to both Australian manufacturers and
their employees.

It did that by providing that a manufacturer of any item

in the schedule of the Act could obtain exemption from paying the
same tariff as that imposed on an equivalent imported item if a
certificate could be obtained from the President of the Commonwealth
Court of Conciliation and Arbitration that the manufacturer was

paying a "far and reasonable" wage to his employees.

Justice H.B. Higgins decided in his Harvester Case that 7

shillings a day was a "far and reasonable" wage for a labourer.Soon
after he handed down the Marine Cooks Award 1908, which was his

first award in the Arbitration Court. In that he solved the problem
of what should the minimum wage in the Award by adopting the 7

shillings a day from the Harvester Case.

He also adopted it in his subsequent Awards. At first he called

it a primary or a living wage. It was not until 1911 that he called
it*the basic wage in his Engine Drivers and Firemen's Award, and
adopted that name in subsequent Awards.

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR HISTORY CONFERENCE - SYDNEY 1988

The Australian Labour History Society, in conjunction with the
I

Committee on Canadian Labour History, is organising a conference

at Sydney University during the week beginning 12 December 1988.
It is expected that most of the papers will be concerned with
Australian,Canadian or comparative labour history for both countries.
There will be sessions on aboriginal peoples, gender and

the working class, work relations in colonial times, employer
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strategies and worker response (1850-1930), the role of the
state (1860-1930), depression and war (1929-1946), labour and
the post-war world, the crisis in social democracy, and 'Whose
History?', a workshop on sources and methods in labour history.

The organising committee is now calling for papers. Proposals
may be sent to:
The Secretary,

Australian Society for the Study
of Labour History,

Economic History Department, H04
The University of Sydney,
N.S.W.

2006

and should be submitted before 31 December, 1987.

A CELEBRATION - FRED FARRALL'S 90 YEARS

On the 20th September the Melbourne Branch had an anniversary
to commemorate the ninetieth anniversary of the birth of Fred
Farrall. It was a most successful function, one of which the Branch
could be proud.

Fred Farrall has had a most memorable life. He has been active

in public life - trade unions and municipal affairs from the time
of World War 1 until today. He is a regular attender of the Labour

History meetings today as well as societies such as the Henry
Lawson Society. He recalls events with vividness and accuracy from
the beginning of the century. His memory is remarkable.
Fred gives distinction to the events of his life.
He was born in Cobram, then left at the age of five to live
on a farm in the Riverina. When he was 18 World War 1 smarted and

Fred joined up convinced by the arguments and ideals as enunciated
by Prime Minister William Morris Hughes.

Fred just went to Egypt then to the Somme and Flanders
He saw war -in its most horrific form. He had trench feet, was

wounded, was repatriated to Great Britain and eventual,iy back to
Australia.
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If j^e leave our function and go back to one of Fred's articles,
in the Recorder No.54 issued in October, 1971. Fred wxites about

his experiences as one of the rank and file. The article is
entitled "Trade

Unionism in the first A.I.F. 1914-1918".

He describes when he was on his father's farm, he was stacking
hay and l;iis head was full of God, King and Country and to hell
with the Germans and the Turks. With him, working alongside him
was a swagman, an Irishman named Bill Fraser.

Old Bill told him "Stay at home, Fred and let the richmen
fight their wars". Whilst soldiers are being shot to pieces on
the battlefield. Bill went on, the rich are making fortunes,

don't be in it Fred, look after yourself, especially your health
and you can do that right here on the farm.

History has proved old Bill, the swaggie right and the great
men of Australia wrong.

The most dramatic feature of Fred's function was the

presentation of a magnificant bouquet of flowers by the Consul:
from the German Democratic Republic. It was an indication of the
esteem for Fred and his militants activities over the years.

In accepting the flowers Fred said how his views had changed.
In 1917 the Germans were enemies. They were called Huns. Now he

worked in organizations whose aim was friendship with Germans and
other people of the world.

After the war Fred lived in Sydney. Although trained as an

upholsterer he could not get work. He joined the Communist Party
and stood as a candidate for them in two elections.

During the war years Fred came to Melbourne. He became active

in the Clerks Union. The Industrial groups were contesting the
ballot for the positions in the union, Mr.''J.P. Maynes was their
principal spokesman. And Fred was Returning Officer.
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Fred discovered that the ballot papers had been interfered
with and he and the two scrutineers agreed to destroy them and
have another ballot. This led to the burning of the ballot papers

where he and the two scrutineers carried the papers to his yard and
burnt them.

Then followed a celebrated court case before Judge Dunphy

a judge who was well known for his severity in his judgements. Fred
was represented by Mr. J.Cullity Q.C. a barrister who also was
well known among the legal men for his ability to make acute

judgements. Amidst all these legal eagles Fred acquited himself
extremely well. He was regarded with respect by both parties.
Fred them became a councillor in Prahran; a city noted for

its

sharp social divisions Prahran in some of its wards has many

aged, frail and poor people while in another ward Toorak, has

possibly the best knownconcentration of wealthy people in Australia.
Here his work for the old people made him prominent. The Combined
Pensioners Association regarded him with such affection that they
made him a life member. He became Mayor of Prahran.

This is an incident in Fred's municipal activities which
is worth retelling as an example of Fred's style.

It was the custom for the Mayor and councillors at Prahran
tQ have a repast, one might even call it a banquet, between the
afternoon and night sessions. It started at five and ended after

seven. Fred objected to the extravagent character of these meals.
He said that Dot (his wife) and he regularly had fish-fingers for
tea. That would be typical of the ratepayers of Prahran. So he

refused to be a party to them. While the councillois dined at the
municipal table Fred had a frugal meal separately.
I

The press and the television stations had a field day. They
gave prominence to Fred seated at a small table eating an even
smaller meal while the remaining councillors dined in their
customary style.

Eventually the councillors gave way. They cut do\^n their
reparts and Fred emerged with the nick-name "Fish-fingers Fred".
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Mr^rian Kelleher Secretary of the Henry Lawson Society,
quoted from poems by Henry Lawson and Robbie Burns, writers whom

Fred was fond of and often quoted. Among those who paid tribute
to Fred were E.F. Hill,Allan Miller and Ralph Gibson.
A main reason for the success of the gathering was the
excellent chairmanship of our President, John Arrowsmith. He

was fast-moving, witty, and paid tributes to all who contributed
to a very successful gathering.

SAMUEL HOLBERRY - CHARTIST MARTYR

Australian workers owe a big debt to the Chartist movement

in England. Its d-ogan of "8 hours work, 8 hours recreation, 8 hours

rest" inspired the successful action of the stonemasons in Sydney
in 1856 and in Melbourne in 1857 to get an 8 hour work day, a
reduction from 10 hours. The 8 hours became the standard for the

building industry and opened the way for its adoption in other
industries.

So it is fitting that we should honour the memory of a Chartist
martyr, Samuel Holberry.

While visiting my sister in Sheffield in September 1987 by

chance I came across a pamphlet about him published by the Holberry
Society for the Study of Sheffield Labour History. The pamphlet
said that:

"The Society was formed in 1978 by a group of trade

unionists interested in local working class history.
It is not an academic body. Its main aim is to

involve the Sheffield labour movement in an independent
investigation of its own history and to rediscover the

history that has been hidden or "withheld" for too long".
Unfortunately I was unable to contact the Society because I

only cameacross the pamphlet at the end of'"my stay in Sheffield. But
I am sure that members of our Society will be interested in the

activity of a fellow Society, and in the interesting information the

pamphlet contains about the Chartist movement and one of its martyrs.
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Samuel Holberry was born on 18 November 1814 the son of an

agricultural labourer. After a limited education he also worked
as a labourer. He then joined the British Army in March 1832 at
the age of eighteen.

-'i

During the main part of his military service he appeared
to have been of a conservative frame of mind for he joined the

Orange Lodge, the ultra conservative Protestant brotherhood.However,

the latter part of his service saw a change in his thinking. He
was stationed at Norwich, the centre of the footwear industry. He

began to attend night school to improve his education. He could
have been influenced by the political activity of the cobblers
who were noted for their industrial militancy. They widely

distributed "unstamped press" which refused to pay the high stamp
duty at the time on printed matter.
m

He decided to leave the army after three years service in

April, 1835, borrowing

20 from his parents to buy himself out.

He went to Sheffield where he learned the trades of a barrel

cooper and then of a distiller. While there he would have been
aware of the determined struggles of Sheffield workers for better

wages and conditions, and also of the political agitation which
led to the setting up of a Radical Association in 1839. The

temper of the working class in Sheffield at the time was demonstrated
by their decision to boycott the celebration of the coronation of
i

Queen Victoria.

In October, 1839 a branch of the Chartist movement was formed

called the Sheffield Workingmen's Association, which actively

propagated the Peoples' Charter and elected a delegate to the
Chartist Convention to, meet in February, 1839.
I

In May 1839 mass meetings were held all over England to

celebrate the Peoples' Charter and the success of the National Petition
which had obtained over a million signatures. About 20,000 people

attended the Sheffield meeting, however, the Petition was rejected

by the House of Commons when it was presented there. The National
Convention when it met protested at the rejection and j^^lled for
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"ulterior measures" to be taken to persuade the House to change
its mind.'^

Holberry had joined the Workingmen's Associatioh when it was
formed and the new development brought him to the forefront of
the Sheffield movement. On 15 July 1839 he spoke strongly at a

meeting called to condemn the brutal attack of the police on a
Chartist meeting held in Birmingham. The Chartists also held a

political strife on 18 August, 1839.
Holberry was a leader in actions taken to establish the right
to hold political meetings. The local magistrates throughout England

were trying to discourage them by using the police and the dragoons
for

harassment.

To counter that in Sheffield the Chartists held "Church

meetings" in graveyards, "street preachings" on Sunday in parts of
Sheffield, and "silent meetings" in Paradise Square, a venue for
mass meetings.

The "silent meetings" were harassed by the police, and after
four nights of street brawls the magistrate declared Paradise Square

a prohibited area. The Chartists then held "camp meetings" outside
the city limits.

To protect their organisation from the police the Sheffield
Workingmen's Association was divided into a number of "classes".
In these there was talk of an armed uprising to win the People's
Charter. On 11 November, 1839, Holberry defied the magistrate's
ban and held a meeting in Paradise Square. At that it was declared
that petitioning was useless and that a positive demand for
political rights had to be made. One speaker said:
" Aman has been taken into custody for using in this
Square the word "biscuit". I will not be at the trouble

of using this epithet. I tell you plainly it is your

duty and privilege to get muskets (loud cheering).
Those who oppose us know that if you were determined
they would no longer wallow in luxury and palaces while
you are starving in your dens of misery".
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Holberry spend the last days of December touring towns and
villages in the north Midlands and South Yorkshire. Contact was
also established with the Tynside, the West Riding, Birmingham
and London.

The Sheffield leaders set up a secret committee to assist in
the co-ordination of a national uprising, with 12 January, 1840

set as the date. Holberry's military training apparently came in
useful. "Chartist forts" were to be established, the Town Hall

and other public buildings were to be seized, some houses on the
outskirts were to be set on fire to cause a diversion of the

soldiers at the barracks, and mailcoaches were to be stopped to
inform other centres that Sheffield had risen.

Holberry attended a meeting on 11 January, 1840 to finalise
the plans for the uprising. Unfortunately the meeting had been
betrayed by an informer, and Holberry was arrested as he was
leaving his home at midnight. Others were also charged but some
managed to escape. In view of that disaster the rising was called
off.

On 21 March Holberry was sentenced to four years imprisonment,
with the others getting lighter sentences. He was sent to the
Northallerton House of Correction which was notorious for feeding
prisoners the worst and working them the hardest.

Chartist groups all over the country petitioned the government
for the release of the prisoners. Some were eventually released, but
it was not until early June that Holberry was granted a conditional

release. Sadly for him it came too late as he died suddenly on
21 June, 1842 at the age of 27 of the tuberculosis he had contracted
in prison.
^
He was given a public funeral in Sheffield on 27 June, with
50,000 people lining the route to the cemetary and thousands
following the cortege. The pamphlet concludes with the words:
"We qeek to reclaim the story of the past for the

generations of the future. Remember Holberry, remember

the past and with it that the future should belong to
those whose toil is the scource of all wealth."
J.HUTSON
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THE WHITLAM INDUSTRY - ROMANCE AND LABOR IN GOVERNMENT

by Lyle Allan

There is a certain romance to the Whitlam period in Australian
government. Australians reacted towards the Whitlam government in
a way untypical of most governments in their lifetime. It was a

period of hope. A period of enthusiasm. Achievements and accomplish
ments seemed real. With time, the romance has not merely endured.

Nostalgia for the Whitlam period seems lasting and increasing. '
An appetite for Whitlam memorabilia has encouraged a great

industry, the Whitlam publishing industry. The first "industry
production," believe it or not, was the "The Canberra Coup.," a

production of the fringe Trotskite Socialist Labour League (SLL).
In publishing jargon this was a "quickie" paperback. Its written
content, not unexpectedly, is highly conspiratorial. Bob Hawke

is condemned for his role as ACTU President in November, 1975. The
SLL argue, not particularly convincingly, that Hawke should have
called a general strike when Governor-General Kerr dismissed the

Whitlam government. The photographs in this book are in general

of better quality than the writing. Some photographs are very
politically "selective." A strained Gough Whitlam and an "ugly"
Bob Hawke are shown on one page facing a Melbourne demonstration

on 14 November, 1975. On the opposite page is a "handsome" portrait
of Trotsky 1

This book never had mainstream appeal. Students of

the period have never taken it very seriously.

Several "quickies" by commercial publishers followed the SLL

effort 1 These included Kerr's King Hit by Clem Lloyd and Andrew Clark,
The Unmaking of Gough by Paul Kelly and The Makers and the Breakers
by Richard Hall and John Iremonger. The first two dealt with events

leading to the 'dismissal." The Hall Iremonger book deals with

the Constitutional issues raised in 1975. About twenty books dealing
with various aspects of the Whitlam government have been published
since 1976, with very differing treatments. The most recent is
The Whitlam Phenomenon,published in 1986 by the Australian Fabian
Society and McPhee Gribble/Penguin.

Clifton Pugh's portrait of the man himself, majestically
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adorning the front cover, rightly suggests this work possesses a

certain dignity. The Whitlam Phenomenon is likely to be read and re
read by all Labor stalwarts who wish to re-live the Whitlam period.
This book is largely an edited version of proceedings at a
Conference held in November, 1985 to commemorate the tenth anniversary
of the Whitlam Government's dismissal. It also includes an

introduction by Bruce Grant, former Australian High Commissioner to
India, and three Whitlam speeches in November, 1985.

Bruce Grant's introduction sets the tone of the book with

his reference to party folk-lore. Whitlam is an authentic party
hero. Like Curtin and Chifley (and also Jack Lang) he will be
remembered as long as there is an Australian Labor Party. But
Whitlam is more than a mere hero. As Napoleon was in his time to

Talleyrand, to Gordon Bilney Whitlam is possibly 'the most
extraordinaryman to appear in our time.'
Bilney's background as a one-time student activist, career

diplomat and ministerial staffer, comes out clearly in his chapter.
Bilney sees Whitlam in a modern and worldly light. Whitlam was proreform and pro-change. Gough Whitlam's predecessor as federal ALP
leader, the late Arthur Calweli, was (at least in his rhetoric)
mono-cultural and neo—isolationist. Whitlam was both multi—cultural

and greatly internationalist. Whitlam was not 'British to the

bootstraps' like Sir Robert Menzies. Nor was he 'all the way with
LBJ' like Harold Holt. Whitlam's Australia (like Bert Evatt's)
*

took its rightful place in the world community.

'Nugget' Coombs worked with every Prime Minister from Curtin
to Whitlam. His comparisions are fascinating. Whitlam's political
style, according to Coombs, was influenced by Menzies to an extent

Whitlam would probably neither admit nor even possibly realise.

Coombs urges parties of reform to study the evidence for^
'destabilisation.' Just who the 'destabilisers' are we are left

wondering about. Graham Little's chapter is psycho-social in tone.

Whitlam's style to Little appears^ Californian or Canadian. Whitlam's
masculinity is contrasted to the Wilhelm Reich of 'feminism' portrayed
by the greal; guru Jim Cairns.
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Mick Young, Race Mathews And Graham Fredenberg deal in their

respective chapters with aspects of policy-making and campaigning
that enabled the Whitlam-led ALP to win office in 1972. The party

organisation in Victoria, the DLP and party policy towards 'state
aid' for non-government schools were particular electoral handicaps
Whitlam helped overcome. Elizabeth Reid, in her chapter on women,

is very ppsitive towards Whitlam. She is positive with good reason.
Equal pay for equal work was not universally recognised before
Whitlam. Abolition of tertiary fees enabled many women to enter

higher education. Many areas of discrimination towards women still
remain, as she carefully admits.

Gareth Evans seeks lessons from the Whitlam government. These

include advocacy for his 'fixed term pariaments' proposal, a prpposal

the party has yet to accept. Evans writes well his concerns about
economic management, co-operation with the union movement, and

even the personality of the key 'players' in Labor governments.
The openness with which Labor personalities are discussed in the
media is sometimes noticed by liberal politicians. Malcolm Eraser
once claimed that he wanted to keep politics off the front pages

of newspapers. This was a reference to the Whitlam period when
Canberra politics were daily headlines. The fact that politics
rather than the Mafia, murder or motor-sport made headlines suggests

achievement, not negativity. The open Whitlam media style was a
strength.

The Whitlam speeches reproduced in -the book are timely and

apposite. His memorable speech at Sydney University on 10 November,1985
is perceptive and analytical. It is Gough at his best. Gough the
classical scholar even invokes Cicero and Machiavelli. Cicero,

unlike Gough in Australia, once had the numbers in the Senate of Rome.
Machiavelli urged caution before introducing a new order of things.

Gough deals well with the party structure, its candidates and its
leaders. Like Evatt before him he recognises that factions are a

permanent and continuing part of the ALP. Whitlam's proposals for
pre-selection changes in New South Wales suggest an even greater

and more positive role for factions in that State in the future.
As Whitlam suggested in both 1975 and ten years later we should
maintain our enthusiasm.
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The Whitlam Phenomenon is a good read. Being recent it

gives us a modern interpretation of past events with the benefits

of a timely detachmenfj at least for some of the authors. It is
probably best read after Michael Sexton's under-rated 1979 book
Illusions of Power. The Fate of a Reform Government, my favourite

history of the 1972-75 Whitlam period. Of particular relevance is
Sexton's conclusion - 'no amount of plans and policies can of

course be sufficient without the will to achieve and keep power'.

f S-
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